
  

Abstract—In recent years, an executive number of attacks is to be 

advanced the power system knowledge that may be able to create an 

integrity over the world. Wisely  The security development of charging 

stations becomes urgent matters.   The attention of smart grid and 

integrate different technology such as The quality of electric vehicles 

on the road increases more and more interesting. For example, 

Charging point is as part of smart grid.   Greatly increases the massive 

risk to other functioning of the internal charge point that must be  

protected from external connections,   it has an impact negatively on 

the smart grid and cyber-attacks are increasing quickly. The cyber 

terrorists are seeking to find new components in order to ensure 

protection its, it is necessary to detect vulnerabilities in critical systems 

before terrorists, or other adversaries are able to exploit them. To 

destroy an electric power infrastructure that is considered the 

backbone of each activity by attacking its wireless control system 

through cyber means has become an important way to weaken as 

platform cyber-attack in energy systems. In this paper we provide the 

charge station  as platform to attack malicious programs and others 

attack the energy networks, a concept that explains How can I use the 

charge station  technology equipped with all technical connections and 

software as the point exploits attack on sensitive areas with in 

management energy, The Attacks aim to exploit resources by sending 

unlimited fake requests to the smart grid. We further breakdown the 

charge station technology for communication and application 

infrastructure as the part of the research paper. On the other hand. We 

present the background and motivation of charge station 

infrastructures against vulnerabilities threaten and hackers crash in 

smart grid systems. Since a smart grid system might hold over millions 

of unsafe charge point and electric vehicle, We further had explored 

the charge station technology for wireless communication and 

application infrastructure as the part of a complex smart grid system. 

 
Index Terms—Charge point, vulnerability, smart grid, 

communication technology.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Smart grid technology is Machine-to-Machine (M2M) as a 

paradigm is defined as a new technology for the next generation 

of communication where a large number of intelligent machines 

share information and collaborate to make decisions without the 

human intervention. There is a greater need for electric vehicle 

infrastructure. As the number of electric vehicles(EVs) on the 

road increases more and more. One of the important 

manufactures is wireless technology. There are charging 
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stations and his spot charger in the world. Public charging 

stations are vital, and such like are helping to extend the electric 

range of electric vehicles.  Therefore,  the number of electric 

vehicle operators will increase and make them more viable for 

long-range trips.  , this smart grid will be necessary to build a 

sufficiently dense network of charging stations, These are 

required the deployment of charging stations that can be 

wherever located, in airports, shopping malls, as well as less 

controlled places such as curbs, roadside or on highways[2]. 

The smart communication of infrastructure links EVs with  

Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment     (EVSEs). EVSE units are 

commonly referred to as “charging stations.” that provide a 

sensitive means to exchange such basic information, the 

combination in the future may be used  for energy trading, bids 

and much more information that is useful for advanced smart 

grid applications [3]. Safety and IT are to prevent hazardous 

operation on the security measures,  from discovering 

vulnerabilities, which are already being part of the Smart Grid 

machine, So that the mismatch between the connected physical 

device and the cyber authenticated on EV.  This situation needs 

to be enhanced to cover also the Smart Grid access 

infrastructure as an electric vehicle charging station technology 

EV, EVSEs and Smartphone application are methods to the 

risks to the smart grid. Therefore Physical  security the power 

grid may be the biggest risk if when the attackers launch attacks 

from EVs or EVSEs, Smartphone  application where the driver 

uses some Features [4]. A Generally. Two-way of interactive 

technology between interested users,  smart grid and wireless 

control applications, the neglects of security intention become 

complex tide to fail control technology of the electric vehicle 

charging station.  In fig (1)electric vehicle charging station 

technology under the smart grid transmitted by communication 

technology. Physical tampering, malicious software uploads 

and load alteration are among the possible attacks on the EVs or 

EVSEs Smartphone [5]. While the most vulnerable part of the 

smart grid, Malware attackers loaded to an EVSE  which can 

compromise an EV, easily from the worms can be carried from 

one to others around a city and its interconnections, as an EV 

travels and charges have its battery from several other EVSEs 

on the road.  

The complex of this paper is organized as following: The 

electric vehicle is described In Section II. Components of 

charge station system . In Section III.smartgrid security. in 

section IV hackers crash concerns are viewed. In Section V. 

Charaing station vs vulnerabilites .In Section VI Threats and 

Electric Vehicle and Charging Station 

Technology as Vulnerabilities Threaten and 

Hackers Crash the Smart Grid 
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vulnerabilities inside charging station meters.. In Section VII. 

Charger poles attack and types of attackes. Finally Conclusions 

in Section VIII. 

 

Fig.1  Technologies for electric vehicle charging station 
(10)

 

II. COMPONENTS OF CHARGING STATION SYSTEM 

The charging infrastructure of the electric vehicle generally 

consists a combination of wireless power services and security 

information . those components in charging station are LCD, 

electric circuit board, wireless networks communications (WIFI 

points, cellphone network, Bluetooth, smart grid, charging cord 

protocols). In point view charging stations are like electric poles 

in the street if there are no security technology, they are 

communicate to present safe information over the internet and 

using protocols to talk sensitively to charging station network, 

updating of data is transmitted on charging stations through 

various network protocols. However,  The drivers can be 

needed incentive plan for utilising security of billing prices,  

control of the data charging is loaded to suffer various security 

threats. So that to reduce interrupted charging is based on smart 

grid components and state of EV's chargingnetwork access:  

physical access is to enter wireless devices that vulnerabilities 

as the attackers can look for unsafe communication. It is not  

possible  of The carrying data and communication where  

identifiers of charging cards could easy to fake information 

identifications on charging components Configuration: it is not 

a perfect way of security. The connect to the components that 

are a laptop to Ethernet and setup  web browser or denial of 

service. In addition. Insecurity piece of charging poles 

commonly is actual dangers on smart grid . 

2- Application access to charging station such as EVSE is 

payment system may be utilised to collect data, it also is 

combined payment and data collection communications for 

instance  Mobile Application, EVSE grow up invoice capacity( 

and many others) will need network communications, to be sure 

to confirm whether the EVSE requires Ethernet (Cat5 or Cat6) 

or cell grid access and schedules  due to RS485 so that there is 

no insecurity of this channeled , that is commonly utilised 

between gizmos in the components .In reality, let's see if the 

station is ability or in engage to ensure you never navigated to 

busy station start .charging starts and charging stops with one 

tap notices, gaining real-time updates through your charging 

situation, to check miles of charging status must be based on 

Electric Vehicles Categories. The price of costing on your 

energy sessions depends since you have been plugged charge 

point, House schedule, EV's track usages.Map viewing and 

travel to thousands of charging positions from whole charging 

networks. Satellite can be displayer charging stations to the 

parking spot; Navigator will find your directions so you need to 

get information and details like real-time, pricing billing, the 

control output of charging locations.  

. 

Fig 2. Components of   charging point  (12) 

 

III. SMART GRID SECURITY  

The data transmission of unencrypted information about 

customers’ personal and location information threatens the 

customers’ privacy [14], such as middle man attacks can change 

information in order to control price billing information. Smart 

grids consist of a network of sensors, monitors, Application 

devices, as well as data collection and analysis. All of these are 

susceptible to cyber-attacks, In real-time. Most of the available 

solutions neglect the security of data transmission when 

communicating information to and from the Smart Grid. More 

effort is required to ensure secure, reliable data transmissions 

among the various entities of the EV’s  management 

system.Smart Grid and fleet management systems exchange a 

large quantity of information, such as charging station load, 

electric vehicle battery states, traffic information, and 

unexpected events and accidents in the Smart Grid, electric cars, 

and charging stations. Any security attack may affect the ISO 

operation of the Smart Grid, the charging stations, and electric 

cars. For example, false infication and alteration of voltage or 

current level information may burn the electronic components in 

both electric vehicles and charging stations. Likewise. 

IV. HACKERS CRASH  CONCERNS   

    Security information is necessary for the utility for billing, 

demand response, and load forecasting. The same information, 

however, can reveal the lifestyle of an individual. Each 

appliance has a unique electricity usage signature which can be 

extracted from the overall usage pattern indicating what the user 

is engaged in, i.e. working on a computer,  criminals, can exploit 

this information for different purposes. Marketing companies 

could use this information for targeted marketing or intro- 

during non-competitive pricing.  E- Criminals can be used this 

information to determine the daily routine or a family, i.e. when 
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there is no one in the house or when someone is alone in the 

house for committing burglary or other crimes. Electricity theft 

can occur by altering the meter reading either by tampering with 

the meter or changing the information after breaking the 

encryption key [9]. There are several threats that the smart grid 

faces apart from dedicated attacks and intrusion by third parties 

[9–14], including privacy breach through data theft, electricity 

theft, disruption of services, physical damage to devices, denial 

of their- vice, and market fraud. Hacking into smart meters, 

tapping wireless communication, or stealing the data from 

servers of the utility can provide fine-grained metering 

information of the users’ consumption [9]. Cyber –attacks on 

charging stations have identified five major challenges faced by 

computerised security systems related to smart grids [7] 

including a high volume of a sensitive customer of   

Information, distributed control devices, lack of physical 

protection, weak industry standards, and a large number of 

infected stakeholders dependent on the grid. The concerns of 

smart grid security as with other typical systems are 

confidentiality, integrity, and availability. Confidentiality 

entails protecting both consumer and operations data; integrity 

is also required both at the consumer level for metering and 

billing and at the operational level to ensure the stability of the 

grid; availability means that the power continues to be 

transmitted and received by customers, regardless of the status 

of the system. Smart grid faces the same security challenges as 

any complex computer network and needs both perimeter 

defence and visibility into the network. The fundamental issue 

of Hackers is that given massive size and interconnectivity in 

the entire network, worms and viruses can spread quickly. Also, 

given the distributed nature of the network, there are an 

enormous number of vulnerable targets such as Administrative 

passwords are often preceded and never changed from the 

original settings. There are several entry points into the 

networks. Additionally, SCADA systems are designed with 

inadequate security; for instance, Siemens still uses a 

hard-coded password for allowing access to control systems [8], 

which once compromised can lead to massive security breaches. 

Including infiltration through infected devices, network-based 

intrusion, compromised supply chain, and malicious insider.  

 

V. CHARGING STATIONS VS VULNERABILITIES   

The network  diagnostic of EV  is more complex and 

vulnerable to different types of attacks.  Smart grid network 

introduces enhancements and improved capabilities of the 

conventional power. Those attackers might falsely transmit to 

access charging stations as Vulnerabilities on the EVSEs 

network.   

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE I: VULNERABILITIES CHARGE STATION 

1 Customer 

security 

Smart meters are collected huge data and 

transmit it to company, consumer and 

supportive information  

2 Greater 

number of 

intelligent 

devices 

Smart grid extremely has multi-intelligent 

components that are required manageable 

demand of electricity and network A 

moreover the smart grid network estimated 

100 to 1000 times more than internet 

network.  

3 Physical 

security 

It is easy to insecure smart grid 

components unlike traditional power is had 

limited devices so increases vulnerabilities 

to physical access  

 

4 The lifetime 

of DC power 

systems 

Since power systems coexist with the 

relatively short-lived IT  systems, it is 

inevitable that outdated equipment are still 

in service. This equipment might act as 

weak   

security points and might very well be 

incompatible with the current power 

system devices.  

 

5 Implicit trust 

between 

traditional 

power 

devices 

State of false sending is considering 

vulnerable to data spoofing. So one device 

impacts another device or unwelcome 

device communication   

 

6 Different 

Team’s 

backgrounds 

Vulnerability comes by bad   Inefficient 

communication   between teams  

7 Using 

Internet 

Protocol 

Attacker- based of the protocol as IP 

spoofing, IP Tear Drop and denial service 

IP. The advantage of using IP provides 

United among the components , however, 

if IP had attacked, all is damage  

VI. THREATS AND VULNERABILITIES INSIDE CHARGING 

STATION METERS 

There is no single device or mechanism that can provide all 

the necessary security measures required for cyber security of 

charge station or charge point. For improving the performance 

of DC power grid and changing the lives of electricity 

consumers As meters are the key components in smart grid 

infrastructure, smart meters accommodate the most valuable 

data (e.g. Meter readings and checks). For instance, meter 

readings are required to support many smart grid applications 

and services, including automatic meter reading, billing, 

dynamic pricing, and detection of impending blackouts and 

energy thefts, which can bring great convenience to both 

utilities and energy consumers. However, the massive amount of 

data collected from smart meters should be carefully protected 
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against misuse. It is desirable to incorporate security 

mechanisms into the design and implementation of the smart 

meter infra- structure so as to increase robustness and resilience 

for the system and gain energy consumers’ trust.Skopik et al. 

[12] analysed the security threats and vulnerabilities in smart 

meter infrastructure detailed in three tiers: smart meters, utility, 

and Web application. The first-tier smart meter vulnerabilities 

are categorised as the attacks to the smart grid. ID customer, 

EV's location, time and data of running, plate of EV are factors 

to effect next charging stations . in deep meaning, if one of those 

is attacked, all considers damage calculation However, the 

meter reading is uncertainty to consume electricity correctly. 

These may also include inquiries, alarms, or Notifications. 

Effects system  stability and  reliability and  also safety 

Configuration  Data Configuration data (system operational  

settings and security credentials, also  thresholds for alarms, 

task schedules,  policies, grouping information, etc.)  influence 

the behavior of a component  and may play to be updated power 

system  stability and safety Time, Clock  Setting Time is used in 

records sent to other  entities. Phase or measurement directly 

relates to controlling system actions.  Moreover, time is also 

needed to use tariff information optimally. It may also be used in 

certain security protocols  Determination whether a  

communication peer is entitled to send and receive commands 

and data. Such policies may consist of lists of Effects system 

control system stability, reliability, and their credentials, and 

their roles. The car manufacturer,  Their correctness is critical 

markets for the energy system providers may inform consumers 

of new or temporary tax as a base of the final decision of 

customers privacy through competitions. 

VII. CHARGER POLES ATTACK AND TYPES OF ATTACKS  

Charge poles The Attacks are remembered vulnerability may 

be operated by attackers with various ideas and could cause 

different damage to the network. Attackers do not distinguish 

different motives among employees and customers. So that the 

authors has tried categorised group of attackers like  

1. non- malicious attackers who informed us the security 

operation system into confusing and puzzle, those have 

strong desire to destroy IOP but the curiosity is 

intellectual challenge  

2. revenge is driven consumers against others to shut down 

the powers, and it is impossible to figure out their 

problems. 

3. In more visible events in nowadays, terrorists who specify 

the smart grid is attractive goal to impact million of people 

4. The financial purpose of consumers is illustrated attacking 

each other's[5],[6], the wide variety of attacks is classified 

Component –wise is Remote Terminal Unit(RTU) target 

that is interested in engineers who solve troubleshoot on 

the smart grid devices so, malicious users blamed issues 

fault which is caused shutting down, protocol- wise  is 

protocol attacker itself  that is murder  as reversal decision 

can be false date infection . topology- wise has great 

power and includes Denial of service attacking that keeps 

power operation of having full charging. 

 

 

Those are more dangerous attackers as [7],[10]. 

1. Malware Spreading which is to infect smart meters and 

wireless services, it is suicide attacker that replace some 

functions or add false date 

2. Access during database links: control system still lives 

database and record its own activities, however to access of 

skilled attacker may exploit weak database management on 

the system network.   

3. Communicative equipment compromising:  

multiplexers consider communication device that works 

direct danger as a backdoor to forecast future threatening. 

4. false information is injecting : to inject false prices, fake 

data of meters can be caused a huge financial impact on the 

electricity markets. [19] 

5. network capacity: Vulnerabilities are tried to used IP 

protocol and TCP/IP to become easer target so that DOS 

attacks can corrupt information carrying in order to delay 

figure out smart grid problems. 

6. Eavesdropping and traffic analysis the mentor of network 

traffic has been sensitive transportations that consist billing 

information, wireless infrastructure and attackers curiosity. 

7. Modbus Security Issue: Modbus  protocol is one piece of 

the SCADA system The term SCADA refers to computer 

systems and protocols that track the monitor  [18] 

And control industrial, infrastructure, or facility-based 

processes such as smart grid processes.it is responsible for 

exchanging SCADA information needed to control 

industrial processes. Given that the Modbus protocol was 

not designed for highly  security-critical environments, 

several attacks are possible including: (a) sending fake 

broadcast messages  to slave devices (Broadcast message 

spoofing), (b) replaying genuine recorded messages back to 

the  master (Baseline response replay), (c) locking out a 

master and controlling one or more field devices  (Direct 

slave control), (d) sending benign messages to all possible 

addresses to collect devices’  information (Modbus 

network scanning), (e) reading Modbus messages (Passive 

reconnaissance), (f)  delaying response messages intended 

for the masters (Response delay), and (g) attacking a 

computer with  the appropriate adapters (Rouge 

interloper)[19]. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

The technology of charging station makes it an easy target for 

attackers. In particular, cascaded attacks and worm infections 

can propagate faster than other components.  This article 

introduces the research situation and research achievements on 

a related demonstrative project in detail, Electric vehicle 

equipment and technology are one of the loads that carry a high 

risk of security. Cybersecurity is a growing concern and is very 

important and critical for a successful deployment of a smart 

grid system The massiveness of the smart grid and the increased 

communication capabilities make it more prone to 

cyber-attacks. Electric vehicle charging station system under the 

condition of Smart Grid discusses the key technologies of 

electric vehicle charging station and indicate a cyber attack. 

Charge station is one of the critical components  for the 
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development of electric vehicle charging station. Electric 

vehicle charging station technology can promote smart grid 

security, accord with current energy utilisation patterns of 

energy conservation.  Because the smart grid is vulnerable due 

to having a massive number of Attackers may compromise 

loads, smart meters, transmission and distribution equipment, 

PMUs, sensors, computers and so on.  We reviewed the cyber - 

attackers issues for charge station in the smart grid. Since the 

smart grid technology is considered a critical infrastructure, An 

enterprise undertaking a charge station project need to work 

closely with the smart grid system. All vulnerabilities should be 

identified and figure out sufficient solutions onto the smart grid. 
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